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ABSTRACT
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LATER.AL PRESSURES IN DEEP BULK FERTILIZER STORAGE BINS

Major Professor: Dr. K.W. Domier

An investigation was undertaken to determine l-ateral

pressures exerted by commercial- bulk fertílizer agaínst deep

bin watls. Ammonium phosphate fertilizer was placed in a

full scale plywood bin and a model plywood bin in order to de-

termíne the magnitude and distribulion of the lateral pressures.

Manitou wheat was placed in the same bins to serve as a check

on the methods and equipment employed.

The coeffícient of friction, (granular material on

plywood) , angle of repose, density and moisture content of

\{heat, ammonium phosphate and five other commercía1 fertilizers

were determined. These material properties were used to cal-

culaÈe theoretical pressures, predicted by Janssen's equation'

Predicted pressures ivere compared with experimental resul-ts '

Pressures were determined in the ful1 scale bin using

\^ra11 mounted metal díaphragm transducers designed to measure

normal- loads only' Model bin pressures were determined by

subtracting the iveight of material resting on the moveable bin

floor from the total weight of naterial in the bin, to get the



toÈaf vertical- wa11 1oad.

Wall rigidity \,ras studied with respect to its effect

on lateral pressures. The results were inconclusive.

A number of replications of each test conditíon and

material \^¡ere made. Throughout the tests, checks were made

to detect changes in material properties due to mechanical

damage.

Lateral pressures, due to bulk fertilizer ín deep bins '
were found to be accurately predicted by the ,Janssen equation.

Safe design constants for use in Èhe above mentioned equation

were determined. The assumptions that the ratio of lateraL

to vertical pressure is constant and that vertical pressure

is constant across a horizontal section of a bin r,{ere not con-

firmed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCT ION

1.1 Increase in ¡'ertílizer Use

In recent years there has been a general increase in

the use of chemícal- agricultural fertilizer in Canada' The

Dominion Bureau of Statistics (1969) indicales that 2 '292 '728

tons of fertilj-zer were sol-d for use in Canada during 1968'

This compares with a total use of I,454t332 tons in 1964'

Fig. 1 shows the growth of fertilizer consumption from 1964

to 1968 inclusive.
Faced with an increased quantity of materiat which must

be handled, it is only natural that farmers and dealers alike

are considering ways to mechanize their operations' one method

which has gained in popularíty is the use of bulk storage fa-

cilities and mechanical handling equipment similar to that'

employed in the grain industrY'

1.2 Storage Alternatíves

The farmer who requires storage for moderate quantities

of buLk fer,¿íIjzet can now choose from a number of commercíal

bins at costs ranging from ten to thirty dollars per ton of

capacity (Alberta Department of Agriculture 1968) ' These bins

are built with attention to the preservation of qualiÈy in the

stored material. slructural desígn of the storage bins is of
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Canada 1964-1968.
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minor concern because overdesign tvi11 have 1ittle effect on

the cost of the unít,

The fert.ilízer deal-er and large farmer are faced with

a more serious problem. In storage units which range in size

from 70 tons (approximate capacity of one bul-k delivery car)

upwards, substantial savings can be realized by proper design'

There are two alternate types of large bulk storage

facil-ities. The simplest, and presently the most popuLar¡ is

the horizontal plant. This type of facility employs shallow

bín storage (i.e. bins in which the depth of stored materíal

does not exceed the width of the bin) and is usually mechanized

by the use of an overhead deLivery belt system and a tractor

equipped with a front. end loader. Construction costs are low

and land requirements are relatively high.

The second alternatíve is a vertical plant.. This type

of storage ís similar in concept to the typical prairie grain

elevator. From an engíneering point of view, it is considered

to be a deep bin (i.e. the depth of the stored material exceeds

the width of the bin) . This type of storage is mechanized by

means of an elevator 1eg and gravity outflow from hopper bot-

tom bins. Construction costs are high and must be offset by

the savings realized in l-and requíred for a given quantÍty of

s torage .

1.3 Design Informatíon

There ís littte fertilízer bulk storage design informa-

Lion available which is consistent with performance. I'üal-ker
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and Grubeler (1965) publ-ished design values for density, co-

effícient of fríction and K (the ratío of lateral to vertical

pressure) which were used by the Amerícan Plywood Association.

Using these values, Brítton (1967) found wíde variations be-

tween theoretical loads and the theoreÈicaI strengths of exist-

ing bins, particularly deep bins. Johnson (1966) stated that

"Untit there is an extensive test program encompassing the

range of materials in their various states including varia-

tions ín moisture contenÈ and length of storage, bulk fertilizer

buitding design wilI have to be classed as an engineering art

rather than an engineering science. "

This tack of design information may be a contributing

factor to the present popularity of the shallow bin storage

unit. An engíneer faced \^rith the problem of desígning an ec-

onomical storage unit, would probably tend to recommend the

system which required the feh/est unknowns. Since a shallow

bin seldom exceeds twelve to fourteen feet in depth' the de-

sign pressures are not excessive and a design can be produced

with relative confidence.

The deep bin, on the other hand, presents a more diffi-

cult problem. Since pressures íncrease vr'ith depth, the magnitude

of the pressure at the base of a 40 foot hígh storage unit is

much greater than at the base of a twelve foot bin. The para-

meters (constants for a given material-) which contribute to

the pressure are not well known so the accuracy of the design

pressure is in question. This fact, together with the conse-

quences of estimating low, force the engineer to be conseivative
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in his design, affecting the economy of the structure'

I.4 Purpose of the Research

The purpose of this research project Ìvas to provid.e

some basic infor¡natíon for use in the design of deep bin bulk

fertilizer storage structures. The following questions formed

the basis of the investigation.

1. Does l-ateral pressure due to bul-k fertilizer of the

type studied foLlow the Janssen distríbution when sÈored in

a deep bin?

2, Is wal1 flexíbilíÈy a factor ín determining the la-

teral pressure due to bul-k fertilizer stored in deep bins?

3. what are the angle of repose, density and coeffi-

cient of friction of several commercially available chemical

ferti li z ers ?

4. Can model bins be used in bulk f.erLiIízer pressures

studies or must ful-1 scale storage bins be employed?



CHAPTER II

BÏN PRESSURE RESEARCH

2.1 Review of Past Work

Two cl-assical methods of cal-culating lateral pressures

due to earth backfil-I have been used for over one hundred

years. The theoríes were proposed by Coulomb in 1773 and by

Rankine in 1857 (Taylor 1948) . Although there has been dis-
cussion regardíng the reliabilíty of these theories (Baker

l-881) , they are generally accepted.

Consíderation of pressures due t'o granular material

in bins began with the publication of results obtained in
experiments carried out by Issac Roberts (1884) . These in-
vestigations $¡ere prompt.ed by failures which had occurred in
grain storage buildings. Initital studies were carried out

on model Lrins of square and hexagonal cross section. Wheat

and peas were used as fill- material . Because of the unexpected

results obtained from the model bins, a second series of tests
were undertaken on a specially constructed 6 foot 9 inch by 6

foot by 52 foot 2 inch deep bin. Pressures were measured by

means of a system of l-evers and a balance arm, atl of which

was attached to a square panel placed in an opening ín the bin.
Roberts presented two theories based on his fíndings:

1. the lateraf pressure in deep bíns is índependent of

depth,
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2. the f l-oor load in a bin does not increase after the

depth of fill- exceeds twíce Èhe diameter of an inscribed circle
within the bin.

In 1895, H.A. Janssen (Ketchum 1919) reported the re-
sul-Ès of tests conducted on model- bins. The bin walls were

supported on screvr jacks and the bín floor was allowed to rest,
independent of the walls, on a scale. Weighed quantities of

dry sand, rvheat, corn and other grains were placed in the bins.
The proportion of Èhe load resting on the floor was then mea-

sured. By use of his formul-a for bin pressures, lateral- and

vertical loads were cal-cufated to compare with the experimen-

ta1 resul-ts.

In l-896, Prante (Ketchum 1919) reported results of

tests undertaken on circular iron bins. Lateral- pressures,

for the static case, \^¡ere found to be stightly less than

those calculated by use of the Janssen equation. Loads due

to moving grain were as much as four times greater than those

predicted by Janssen. In the past, this work has general-ly

been dísregarded because of the pressure measuring equipment

employed,

To1tz (1903) undertook a seríes of tests in 1897 on a

14 foot square by 65 foot deep wooden bÍn in order to substan-

tiale design methods for an elevator. Pressures were determined

by measuring the deflection of steel plates which were later
calibrated. As a result of the tests, Tol-tz agreed \,rith the

theories acl.vanced by Prante and employed these theories in
his design work .
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In a paper "The Pressure of GrainII , Airy (1897) pro-

posed his theory on grain pressures (this theory will be

discussed in detaíl later). As well-, val-ues obtained for

angle of repose and coefficient of friction between grain

and wa11s rvere reported for several grains.

During 1902 and 1903, Ketchum and Varnes (Ketchum 1919)

conducted tests on a model wooden bin, one foot square by

eíght feet six inches high. vert.ícal loads were measured

by weighing the moveable bottom and the lateral pressures were

measured by means of a series of levers running from a twel-ve

inch square diaphragm to a pl-atform scaLe. Using wheat, mea-

surements were laken during filling, emptying and while the

nìaterial \,¡as static (no differences. in pressure vrere detected

whíle the wheat was static or in motion) . The ratio of

lateral to vertical pressure, K, was determíned to be equal

to 0.4.

Jamieson (1903, 1904) reported on two sets of experi-

mentsi first on a full size timber crib bin filled wíth wheat

and then on a series of model bíns made of cribbed boards,

flat steel plate and trough plate (the corrugations running

horizontally) . l^7ater filIed rubber diaphragm faced pressure

cells connected Èo a mercury column, were used to measure

pressures. Good correlation \^rith Janssen's formula was ob-

tained. Dynamic pressures !¡ere measured and r¡¡ere found to

average ten percent greater than static pressures. Tie-bars

through the bins were found to have no affect on lateral
pressure.
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As a check on Jamieson's results ' Bovey (1903' 1904)

conducted tests on grain elevators in MonÈreal and Quebec.

Díaphragms similar to those used by Jamieson were employed.

A slight decrease in lateral pressure at the bottom of the

bin was detected.

Tufft (I904) conducted tests on two circul-ar concrete

bins filled with \^¡heat and then with corn. Pressures were

measured by means of a rubber membrane placed over a g1y-

cerine filled ce1l attached to a mercury colum¡. A decrease

in l-ateral pressure with time was found.

Fron l-902-f905, Pleissner (Ketchum 1919) undertook a

series of deep bin tests on bins ranging from 1.5 meters

square by 18 neters deep lo 2.5 meters by 3.15 meters by

17.24 meters deep. Pressures due to \'rheat and rye were

studied. Vertical foads were either weighed or determíned by

deflection measurements' Lateral pressures were determined

by measuring the deflection of calibrated plank pressure sur-

faces. In sÈatic tests, Pleissner's resul-ts agree very

closely \,rith those of Janssen. The ratio of lateral to ver.=

tical pressures, 1(, was found to decrease with increasing

depth .

Ketchum and Williams (Ketchum 1919) in 1909' colla-

borated on a series of experiments using wheat in a model

wooden bin. Vertical pressures \^tere measured using a balance

arm and platform scale and the lateral- pressures were observed

by measuring the electric currenÈ flowing through carbon

plates. Considering the static case, they concfuded that
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Janssenrs equation was accurate. The ratiof K' was found

to increase with the depth of grain.

tn his book, KeÈchum (1919) summarized all the experi-

mental work done up to 1909. He concluded that:

1. grain behaves as a semi-fi-uid.

2. Lateral pressure of grain on bin wa1ls is less than

vertical pressure and increases litt1e beyond a depth of

2 I/2 Lo 3 times the bin wiclth or diameter.

3, The ratio of lateral to vertical pressure is not con-

sÈant but variês with dePth.

4. Pressures from moving grain are about ten percent

higher than pressures from static graín.

5. l4axímum lateral pressures occur immediately after

fi11ing.
6. Either Janssen's or Airy's theories are good esti-

mates of actual pressures.

Kaiser and Foster (192f) were the next authors to con-

sider the subject of deep bin pressures when they reviewed

past research work. The conclusíons reported in their paper

were drawn from Ketchum (1919). I-,ong (1932) reviewed the de-

sign procedure for grain storage and suggested that values of

0.4L7 for the coefficient of friction, 0"6 for K, and 50

pounds per cubic foot for density, when used in the Janssen

equation, would give a safe design for most grain storaqe

s tructures .

Mccalmont and Ashby (1934, 1938) undertook studies of

pressures in corn cribs. On the assumption that large pressure
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areas would give less eratíc results than small areas ' a re-

moveabl-e panel mounted on a calibrated bar was developed. By

measuring the horizontal and vertical deflection of the bar,

both vertícal and ]ateral waII loads were determined.

Kel1y (1940) summarized the state of knowledge in the

field of bin pressures. He concluded that there had been

litt.le done ín the field from the time Ketchum (1919) re-

viewed the situation.

Kramer (1944) undertook studies to examine the factors

which influence pressures in rough rice bulk bins. The ratio

K was found to increase rapidly, at shallow depÈhs, but soon

became a constant. .raky (1948) , working with various types of

graíns, a1-so discovered an increase in K with depthr to a

maximum va1ue, after which it became constant. ït was shown

that K was dependent on the goemetry of the bin, notably

the width, as well as the properties of the material. Jaky

found that wall friction increased rapíd1y at shallow depths

and became a constant as depth increased. An approximation

for K was suggested using the formula K = Ko = 1 - sin Qr

where Ko represented an at rest state and Ot was the in-

ternaf angfe of friction of the grain.

coughey, Tooles and Scheer (1951) reported on \^7ork

carried out on a deep circular concrete model bin Èo deter-

mine lateral and vertical pressures caused by granular materíals.

The pressures due to wheat, shelled corn' soy beans,. cement,

sand and pea gravel were studj-ed. Lateral pressures v¡ere mea-

sured using strain gauges mounted on calibrated steel bands
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which were placed around the bin and were connected to pres-

sure panels in the bin wal-fs. Vertical pressures were measured

by weighing the load on the floor of the bin. Pressures ex-

erted by shelled corn, soy beans, sand and pea gravel were

found to be less than those suggested by the .Tanssen theory.

Emptying angle of repose was the only consistent measure of

angle of repose. The method used to detect l-ateral pressures

was found to be practical and accurate. As \,,¡e11, values f or

the ratio of lateral to vertical pressure. and the coefficíent
of friction, for each of the material-s studied were listed,

Shallow bin tests conducted by Saul (1953) Ied to the

conclusion that pressure \i¡as affected by the method of fill-

ing as well- as the rigidity of the vrall. LateraL pressure

against Èhe test wal-l- increased as its rigidíty increased.

Dale and Robinson (1954) studied lateral pressures due

to corn ín deep bins. Pressures \,/ere detected using metal- dia-

phragm pressure cel1s. Their main concl-usion was that a change

in moísture content makes pressures estj-mated by Janssen's

formula inaccurate.

Writing in a special Materials Handling Issue of Ag-

ricultural Engineering, Barre (1958) oL¡served that grain

being spouted into a bj-n tends to segregate by particle

size, causíng a variation in densily Èhrough the bin. This

variation would cause differences in the physical properties

of the grain and probably lead to differences in pressure.

Prompted by a mathematical error in ,laky's (1948)

presentation, Jakobson (1958) published an analysis of the
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stress conditíons trÍthin a L'ulk bin. The basis for the an-

alysis is the assumptì-on that every particl_e in a bin settles
vertically as load íncreases. By wríting a differential
equation to describe the above assumption and imposing suit_
able boundary conditions, a formula was developed whích

correfaÈed very closely with Janssen's equation.

Lenczner (1963) studied the action of sand in a model-

bin, The ratio K was found to vary linearly with depth until
a depth of four bin díameters was reached, after which it be*

came hyperbolic. The hyperbolic curve reached. a maximum at
a depth equaL to six diameters and then remained constant.
According to these studies, the connonly recommended K values
for most materials lead to an overestimate of the lateral pres-
sure and an underestimate of the floor pressure, Lenczner rs

conclusion that lateral pressures in sand are less than those
predicted by ,Ianssents equation agreed with the findings of
Coughey et aI (1951) . Lenczner also took exception to Airy's
(1897) theory that the floor load in a bin is equal to the
weight of a cone of the filling material having a base equal

to the floor area and sides extending up at an ang1e, equal

to the angle of repose. This assumption was found. to resuft
in loads rvhich are too Low.

Collins (1963) used an aluminum cy1índer 3.9 feet in
diameter and 12 feet. deep to study pressures due to kiln
dried sand. The cyl j-nder was ínstrumented. with strain gauges

to detect pressures. A "bu1ge" in the pressure curve was

found near the botton of the tank approximatety one half



radius up from the base.

attempted.

I4

No expfanation of this "bulge" rvas

In a study of lateral pressures using wheat and model

circular metal deep bins, Hamilton (1964) found compressive

hoop stresses near the top of the bins. As Lrell, the tests

showed defínite evídence that wal-1 stiffness affected the

lateral pressure. This work extended the shallow bin fínd-
ings of Saul (1953) with rêgard to the interaction of wall

stiffness and lateral pressrlre.

In the same year, Weiland (1964) studied the causes of

grain storage faílures. While there was no experimental- work

undertaken, the conclusj-ons are of very real interest to

canadian engineers. Weiland stated that steei- undergoes a

transition to a brittle state at temperatures of 15 degrees

FahrenheiÈ and below. This transition \ìras thought to be the

cause of failures in steel storage structures, and not an

increase in pressure as had been suggested by other persons.

Walker and Griebeler (1965) reviewed the present prac-

tise j.n fertilizer storage construction, pointing out trends

which were developing. Design values used by the American

Plyi.,r'ood Association for substitution into the Janssen equation

were listed. The values suggested were based on experience,

not experiment, and were felt to resul-t. in conservative esti-
mates of pressures.

Janssen's equation was explained and suggested !o be

accurate by Naberhaus (1965) . The use of this formula in
bin design for granular materials was recommended. At Èhe
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same time, Isaacson and Boyd (1965) presented a mathematical

relationship for lateral pressures in deep bins. An eguation

vJas devefoped on \.{hich many different boundary conditions coul-d

be imposed. If static conditíons were chosen, the equation

essentially reduced to the Janssen equation.

Brubaker and Pos (1965) conducted tests to deterinine

the static coefficient of friction of grains on various ma-

terials. The coefficient íncreased \,rith an increase in mois-

ture content of either the granular material (except the tef l-on

balls) or the surface. A slíp-stick pattern of force was ob-

served on test samples. As a result, it \^¿as concluded that the

static coefficient of friction was the value obtained after
macro-s1ip had occurred.

Pressures due to moist grain were studied by Cassie and

Wood (1966). They adapted the Janssen equation by suggesting

values for density, coefficient of friction and K which re-
sufted in a safe design.

A.s a resulÈ of design office diffículties, the writer

{Brítton 1967) undertook an analysis of some actual structures

and compared their theoretical structural strength to the

theoretical- pressures calculated using Janssen's equation.

Some assumptions made regarding the shaltor,¡ bins do not, in
fact, appear to be valid. The \,rriterrs analysis of the deep

bins was accurate and valid. The deep bins were found to be

underdesigned by as much as 200 percent. Since that time,

unconfirmed reporÈs of failures have been received,

Studies on the subject of actj-ve and passive wall
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pressures in shallow bíns were reported by Stewart (I967) .

The Coulomb vredge theory vras found to be accurate for pre-
dicting active lateral pressures. Contrary to the findings
of Saul (1953) , rval-f stíffness did not affect active lateral
pressures, as long as the deflection of the wall rvas great

enough to produce active pressures, I{al1 deflectíons less

than the grain size gave pressures up to 25 percent greater

than active pressures. These may be the pressures reported

by Saul .

Bickert and Bakker-Ãrl<ema (1968) reported on the in-
consistencies among friction data for grains. Experimental

worlc showed that surface conditÍon was the singl-e most im-
portant factor in determining coeffícients of friction. Until
more is understood about Èhe effects of the surface on the

coefficient, a wide range of values will continue to be re-
ported .

Jenkie and .Tohanson (1968) advanced a new mathematicaf

theory of bin loading based on two different loading conditions;
initial and f low. The s\,ritch f rom initíal- conditions to f lo\,,

conditions within the bin \,/as suggested as the cause of the

scatter of results reported by rnany investigators. Design

criteria was developed for one type of hopper but work r^7as not
completed for a1l- conditions at the time of wríting. For

verticaL bin wa1ls, in Èhe inítial state of loading, pressure

distribution, as calcufated from the proposed theory, closely
approximated that predicted by the Janssen equation.



CHAPTER TTI

THEORIES REGARDING BIN PRESSURE

3.1 Material Properties

Properties of granular materials whích affect the pres-

sure are density, coefficient of friction, angle of internal
friction, angle of repose and ratio of 1ateral to vertical
pressure. Before díscussing theoríes on pressure, the materj-al

properties will be defined.

Density is the \,reight per cubic foot of the granufar

material .

Thê resuLtant of a normal force (N) and a frictíon
force (F) exists at an angle 0 with the normal force. In
other words,

F
¡=tan0

The function tan 0 is defined as the coefficient of static
friction when 0 reaches its maximum value. It is indepen-

dent of area and constant for given materials. In granular

materials, two dífferent coefficients are considered, the co-

efficient of the materi-al on the bin wall and the coefficient
of the material on itself.

the internal friction angle is defined as the angle

whose tangent is equal to the coeffícient of friction of the

material on itself. It is affected l:y interlocking of the

grains, any cohesion that is present and the average conditions

(3 .1)
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of all the graíns within the pile"
Angle of repose is the friction angle of the granular

material under zero pressure (Taylor 1948). It tends to be

smaller than the internal friction angle since it is depen-

dent on the equÍlibrium of the least stable graíns, has Iitt1e
strength due to interlocking and tends to represent the fric-
tion angle of materíal which ís less dense than the average.

Angl-e of repose has been used in the past as in indi-
cation of the internal friction angle. This has led. to con-

siderable confusion of the two terms. Taylor (1948) said the

angle of repose is a crude approximation of internal friction
angle. Ste\,rart (1967) found that the use of this approximation

in the Coulorrrb theory 1ed to an underestimate of pressures.

The ratio of Lateral- to vertical pressures, or K vâlue,
\^7as assumed by Janssen (Retchum 1919), and Aíry (1897) to be a
constant, independent of depth. pleissner (Ketchum 1919),

Ketchum (1919), Kramer (!944) , Jaky (194S) and Leczner (1963)

all found that K varied with depth.

Since K is an experimental vaLue, various approxima-

tions have been advanced. HaIl (1961) and Canadian Farm

Building Standards (NaÈional Research Council 1965) suggest

the use of the Rankine coefficient of active earth pressures

- - I - sin þ
J+sl-n0 (3.2)

with the angle of repose substituted for the angle of internal
friction. Jaky (1948) suggested that K =.Ko = 1 - sin 0t

was more accurate. The two equations represent different stress
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conditions. The Rankine coefficient represents the limiting

value of K for minimum pressure conditions. Jakyrs Ko

represenÈs an at rest condition. General practice in agri-

cu]turaL engineering favors the use of equation (3.2).

3.2 Pressures in Granular Materials, the General Case

3,2. f Introduction

There are two classic theories on lateral pressures in
granular materials; Rankine's theory and CouLombrs theory

(TayLor 1948). BoÈh consider a semi infinite mass, cohesion-

less material and active and passive pressure as the minimum

and maximum conditions, Active pressures are defined (Hough

1957) as the conditions which exist when the v¡al-l moves away

from the mass, alfowing a horizontal expansion of the material .

Passive pressures result when the v¿al-1 moves to\,rards the mass,

forcing compression of the materiaf.

Each pressure theory wilI be reviewed considering the

case of no surcharge.

3.2.2 Rankine theory

Rankine assumed a relationshíp exísÈed between the ver-

tical and horizontal pressures in the mass and this relation-

ship was not affected by the presence of a v¿al1. Pressure at

any point in the mass \.,!/as assumed to be proportional to the

depth belor,¿ the surface. îhis 1ed to Èhe active pressure

eguation, for no surcharge

1 - ain ar
Pa - wrr 1 T-sln ó' (3.3)
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and the passive pressure equation

ñ = n,h 1 + sin ôrÈ'P "" I - sin ól (3.4)

in which:

w = the density of the granular materiaL

h = the depth of granular material above the point under

cons ideration

0'= the angle of internal fríction
The resultant of these pressures for a unit ir¡idth over

a total wa11 height H, is gÍven by:

D- (3.5)

and

nn=* };j+å-# (3.6)

This represented. a hydrostatic distributíon and since only

horizontal strains were considered to exist, this led to the

conclusíons thaÈ:

l. the resultant force always acts in a horizontal
plane.

2H
2. the resultant force always acts at a point l-

below the surface of the granular material .

The basic weakness of this theory ís the assumption

that the presence of the wall does not alter the relationship
of lateral to vertical pressure in the mass. It is reasonable

to expect changes in shearing stress at the wa1l since condi-

tions of friction and cohesion díffer from those withi-n the

mass.
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3.2.3 Coulomb or s-liding wedge

Coulomb's theory was based on two assumptions:

1. a surface of failure exists which can be considered

to be a plane originating at the base of the wall.

2. The thrust on the \^7a1f acts in a known direction'

The first assumptíon implied a rvedge Lrounded by the wall, the

free surface and the failure plane (see f í9. 2). This wedge,

of weight l{, was assumed to be maintained in equilibrium by

the force P' exerted by the wall and the resultant R, of

the stresses on the failure P1ane.

By analyzing the forces acting on the wedge, the fol-

lowing f ormul-ae were devefoped for the case of no surcharge:

(t + lZ sin 0')2

wH2 cos þ'Pp=tffi
where y = the angle of stress obliquity.

A s1íding wedge analysis a1lows consideration of the

effect of wal-I friction. Results obtained from this method

do not differ greatl-y in magnitude from those obtained using

Rankine's equation for the case of no surcharge. The impor-

tant difference between the two theoríes is the direction of

action of the resultant force, particularly where no surcharge

exísts. No direct consideration of the point of action of the

resultant pressure is made in the analysis. Generally, for

walt design, P, and np are assumed to âct at + bel-ow

the surface as in the Rankine analysis.

wH2-a 2
cos O' (3.71

(3.8)
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3.2.4 Discussion

Both theories discussed above assumed a semi-infinite

mass. Since in a deep bin, the failure plane of the materíal

inÈersects the opposite v¡al-l before it intersects t]-Ie surface,

the basic assumption is not valid. The deep bin condition

precludes the use of the Ranl<ine and Coulomb theories and

necess.itates special consideration.

3.3 Pressure in Deep Bins

3. 3.1 In!s"ggç!l"g
There are t\,ío classic theories on lateral pressure in

deep bins v¡hich are generally accepted as predicting safe

design pressures' Airy's (1897) theory proposed ín 1897 and

Janssenrs theory (Ketchum 1919) proposed in I895. The Janssen

theory has becotne the more rvidely used in view of its relative

simplicity. Such auÈhors as Barre and Sammett (1950) ' HaIl

(1961) and the Farm Building Standards (National- Research

council 1965) quote Janssen's formula for determining lateral

pressures in deep bins '

3. 3.2 Airy's theory

Airy's theory is basicalfy an expansion of the sliding

wedge theory discussed previously. In the cleep bín case, the

plane of failure intersects the opposite wa11 before reaching

the surface of the grain (see fíg. 3). By applying the l- aw

of statics to the forces acting parallel to and perpendicular

to the failure plane, two equations can be determined. The

equations al:e sol-ved for P' differentiated with respect to x

and maximized (i..e. ä set equal to 0). Further mathematical
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manipulation leads to the equation

p = rvlz (___4--_-_)' (3.e)2 llr(u+ur) +y'l +UzJ

and by differentiating P with respect to H for any depth

H=h
L=r,¡hl+ì' (3.10)

[/p(p + pr) + y'L +,¡zj '-'--'

The mathematics involved in this derivation is not

complicated but is laborious.

3.3.3 Janssen's theor

Janssen's theory is based on the assumpÈion that:

1. a bin of uníform area and constant cÍrcumference

is under cons ideratíon .

2. The ratio of lateral to vertical pressure is con-

stant at all depths.

3. The vertical- pressure is uniform across any hori-

zontal plane.

Consider fig. 4. Summing vertical forces

VA + Awdy = (V+dV)A+LUPtdY

this reduces to

dv = wdy - "uË' u,

substituting L = KV

dv = \^¡dy -- Kvtru' 6y

let R, (hydrautic raaius) = å

dv=wdy-9u'dv-R-

:+- will be consÈant for any particul-ar- case
R

let K!' = nR"
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Figure 4a. Location of section considered in Janssen's theory.

LU¡-r rdy

Figure 4b. Assumed stresses on a section, Janssenrs theory.
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Substitute n and rearrange the terms,
dV

v7-nV

Inte grate

log (w - nV) = nY + C

for

Y=OeV=O
log 1^/ = C

fw - nvl¿os l--il--j= - " o

and
w-nVf-nw

w

solving for V

v=9lr-e-nYl1't \

S ub s ti tutín g

T( ti I

"=iT_
give s

,,-ELf -xu'Yl" - Ku' tr - " R 
.J

if h is assumed to be the depth below the surface

u = $= l- - 44!ì (3.1r)" Ku' [1 - e R ) '-

and since

L =KV

- wR f xu'rtl /r 1.\L=uTlr-.-ä,J \3'r¿)



The formula is often wrítten
I

, -wD I" 4p' [l -
whe re

(3. 13 )

(3.14)

This solution is dependent on K and f', two fac-

tors which must be determined experimentally for each type

of material concerned. Both val-ues have been subjected to

considerable debate and study with widely varying results,

3. 3. 4 Discussion

Janssenrs equation has been critícized because neither

the angle of repose nor the angle of internal fríction of the

grain were considered. This argument is not entirely Èrue in

that K was orÍgínally estimated from the reLationship
1 - sin ót# where ó' \das the internal angle of frictionl. + S1n 0'
of the material . This equation has been altered by the sub-

stitution of the angle of repose, { for the angle of internal

friction, 0' .

Both ,f anssen and Airy assumed the relationship L = I(V

existed and was constant throughout the bin. Neither theory

considered the effect of a surcharge, a regular occurrence in

agricultural storage structures.

While Airy's equation is theoretically more correct,

Janssenrs equatíon is much easier to handle. Both result in

simil-ar pressure predictions and as a result, Janssen's equa-

tion has become more widely used. This study considered the

Janssen equation.

I
4Ku 'h I

- --------r- |eD)

4A
U.
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTA], EOUIPMENT

4.l- Introduction

Two separate experiments were conducted; one on a fulI

scale bin and the other on a model bin. The equipment used in

each experiment. will be discussed separately.

4.2 FuI1 Scale Bin

4.2.7 Bín and handlí uipment

A plywood storage bin (see fiq. 5) was built using

I'lacMil-lan Bloedel Limíted Plan Number 634, Overall bin di-

mensions hrere approximately eight feet square by eighÈ feet

high. Two cross wal-ls divided the bin into four ce1ls with

inside dimensions of 45.38 inches by 45.38 inches by 94 inches,

Each cel1 had tr"¿o 0.62 inch plywood walls in common \dith two

adjoíning cells. The fir plyr^lood in the wal-Is was placed with

the face grain runnj-ng horizontally.

Test material was elevated into the bins with a vertí-

cal cup and belt elevator leg. A spout allowed delivery to

the selected cel1. Trap doors were installed at the outside

edge of each cell floor, to allor^/ the granular materj-al to be

shovell-ed to one of t\,no four inch augers. The augers returned

the material to the four foot by eight foot by twelve foot

holding bin, completing the handling cyc1e.



Figure 5. FuIl scale test bins.

Figure 6. Deflection gauge showing moveable
sleeve on support rod.
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4. 2.2 Deflection measurement

Lateral deflections of the vertical- centerfine of one

bin wal1 were measured using a Starrett Number 655-44I/5 díal-

gauge (see fig. 6) .

A 0,62 inch rod was held rigidly at the top and bottom

of the bin wall. The gauge was mounted on a moving sLeeve

which all-owed it to be set opposit.e any of the sixteen gaug-

ing points, Fí9. 7 shows the location of the gauging points

which v¡ere marked on the bin wall wíth glazing tacks.

4,2. 3 Pressure measuremenl

A pressure measurement system was mounted in one of

the coÍìmon wal-ls of one ce1f. The system was required to:
1. measure pressure direcÈly;

2. measure normal pressures only, thereby eliminatíng
the vertíca1 wall- load component;

3. mount flush with the inside surface of the bin;
4. be independent of wall flexibilíty;
5. have the same fertilizer to material coefficient

of friction as the rest of the vra1lt

6. functíon when fertilizer was placed on both sides

of Èhe waI1.

A review of líterature suggested several alternative
systems. Roberts (1882, 1884) and Ketchum and Varnes

(Ketchum 1919) used a panel linked by a system of levers to
a platform sca1e. Jamieson (1903, 1904), Bovey (1903, 1904)

and Lufft (1904) all used liquid f i1l-ed rubber diaphragms.

Toftz (1903) measured deflections of a calibrated pane1.
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Mccalmont (1938) , Saul (1953) , Stewart (1967) and Wil-lson

(1968) used panels supported on cal-ibrated support bars.

Strain gauges were mounted direcÈly on the bín wall by

Collins (1963) and Hamilton (I964). Dale and Robinson (1954) ,

Pandey (1966) and Nickel (1967) used metal diaphragms mounted

wilh el-ectrical resisÈance strain gauges.

A thin metal diaphragm mounted wíth electrical resis-
tance straín gauges was sefected. For ease of fabrícation,
a circular shape was .chosen. The problem of coefficient of
friction \{as overcome by bonding a thin veneer of plywood to

the díaphragm and machining the transducer to the exact re-
quired thickness (see fig. 8) .

Beckwith and Buck (1961) report that a thj_n metaL di-
aphragm pressure transducer generally has a linear ouÈput if
maximum deflection does not exceed 30 percent of the dj_aphragm

thickness. Dale and Robinson (1954) and Pandey (1966) found

that accuracy was greatest when deflection r,¡as kept to a

minimum,

A diameter of 4.500 inches hras chosen. Ce11 walls were

made from 0.250 inch thick mild steel pipe. The diaphragm

was made from alumínum as the Low modulus of elasticity
(10x106 p.s.i.) would resul-t in a high unit strain per unit
of stress.

Calcul-ations were carried out (see Appendix A) to aid

in selecting diaphragm thickness and the type of strain gauge.

Due to the unkno!.Jn stiffness supplied by the pl]zwood and the

less than perfect fíxity aL the diaphragm edge, these calculations
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could do no more than supply a guide for selection. An 0.042

inch thick diaphragm and EA-13-5008H120 foj-l strain gauges

with a gauge factor of 2.09 t 0.53 were chosen.

Each transducer \^/as wired ínÈo a BLH ¡4ode.l 225 | I0

Channel Switch and Balance Unit, The swítch and balance unit

was wíred to a Strainsert Model HWl-D Transducer,/S train Indi-

cator. Theoretical sensítívity was calculated to be 0.013

p.s.i. per micro inch. Actual sensì-tivíty ranged from 0.04

to 0.06 p.s,i. per micro inch of output. The large difference

was attributed to the added stiffness of the pl]uwood.

Nine transducers were fabricated, seven were mounted

in the bin wall and two on the bin floor. Wal] mounted units

were placed in holes 4.750 inches in díameter located on the

center line of the test wa1l and centered 6t I8, 30, 42,54,

66 and 78 inches above the f l-oor (see fig. 9). Two scre\^t

naj.l-s were placed through the 0.250 inch thick steel back

plate to hold each transducer in place. To avoid possible

affects of wal1 deflection, the screw nails were placed on

the bin wall centerline. A cover was placed over the backs

of the transducers.

Ti^ro t.ransducers \{ere placed on the f loor, directly

befovr the line of walL mounted units. one transducer was

centered six inches from the wa1l, the other was located at

the geometric center of the floor area. (see fig. 10).

4.3 Model Bin

A l-6 inch by 16 inch by 47.38 inch model bin was built

using fir ply\^lood. Three walls were made from 0.62 inch
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select sheathing grade fir plwood, the fourth side was 0.31

inch select sheathing. A 2 inch by 4 inch .l-umber frame sup-

ported the walls one foot above the floor (see fig. 11) .

The bin floor was independent of the walls. A Fair.
banks standard Number 10 platform scal-e was used to support.

the floor and to weigh the load supported on the floor when

the bin \^ras fuI1. To allow free floor movement wíthin the

walls, a plastic was attached to the walls just above

the floor. By placing the skirt over the crack between f l-oor

and wall, entry of the test material- was prevented.

Defl-ections were recorded on the 0.31 ínch thick wa1I.

A bar and dial gauge system similar to that employed on the

full scale bin rvas used (see fig. 6). caugíng points were

placed along the vertical centerline of the wall at four

inch intervals above the f1oor. No points were Located higher

than 36 inches above the floor.

Weights of material being placed into the bin were

obtained using a calibrated weight transducer (see fig. l-2) .

Strain in the vertícal member of the transducer was measured

by t\4to BIJH A5-S6-SR4 bonded wire strain gauges, one in ten-

sion and one in cornpression, Output was measured !,rith a

Strainsert Model HWI-D Trans ducer/Strain fndicator. Sensi-

tivity of the transducer, for the range in which it was used,

was 78 micro inches per pound (see Appendix o) .

Material was placed in the bin by hand. For empty-

ing, a cabl-e and lever system was used to raise the bin floor

off the scale. After removing the scale, the floor of the



1. platforn
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3. moveable floor and.,4. deflection gauge.
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Figure 12. Weight transd.ucer.
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bin was l-owered and the fill materiaf released.
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CHAPTER V

P ROCEDURES

5.1 choice of Fertilizer

Experimentation with all formulations of commercial

fertiLizer was desirable but limitations on time and facili-

ties prevented thís. A decision as to whích formulation to

use was made based on the following test conditíons whích

would exist;

l-. The fertilizer would be repeatedly subjected to

mechanical handling equiprnent.

2. The tests would be carried out over an extended

period of time.

3. Precise control of temperature and humidity condi-

tíons would not be possible.

Tests conducted in Afberta by Western Cooperative

Fertílj-zers Limited (Harapiak 1968) and the Alberta Depart-

ment of Agriculture (1968) indicate that ammonium phosphate

(11-48-0) offered the least problems in storage due to mois-

ture and caking. Wiens (f969) found that ammonium phosphate

did not break down significantly with augering.

Ammon ium nitrate (34-0-0, 33.5-0-0) was found to be

hygroscopic and subject to breakdown when augered. Urea

(46-0-0) is not recommended for long term storage since iÈ

tends to "set up" throughout the entire bin (Harapiak 1968) .
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After consideration of the above, ammonium phosphate

(11-48-0) was chosen as the fertilizer to be used in the test

bins.

5.2 Consistency of Material Properties

In spite of !{iens' (1969) findíngs ' some reservations

were stil1 hetd regarding the grinding of the test sample by

mechanical handling equipment. Checks were made on random

samples of the fertilizer at selected intervals to establish

that Èhe properties of the fill material had not changed'

Samples of fertífizer were drawn before runs Lt 4' 6'

7, and 10 of the ful-l scale bin tests ' Each sample was sub-

jected to a sieve analysis Èo detect particle grinding' The

sieves used were U.S. Bureau of Standards numbers LO' 20' 40'

100, 200 and 270.

Four samples of approximately 1000 grams each were

seived from each major sampl-e. I'leights retained on the various

síeves were recorded and then averaged for each sieve and each

run. The means r^rere subjected to a randomized h,lock analysis

of variance with the runs considered as the treatments and

the dif f e.rent weights retained treated as blocks ' This method

of analysis was chosen to remove the obvious variation be-

tween \{eights retained on different sieves and detect dif*

ferences in the fertilizer due to grinding'

Each sample was subjected to tests of density' angle

of repose and coefficient of friction (ferÈi1ízer to plylvood) .

Values obtained in each of these tests \4ere analyzed by a

completely random analysis of variance, again considering each
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pre-run sampl-e as a treatment. The purpose of the tests was

to detect differences in mean values of the property under

consideration as a result of grinding of the fertí1izer.

5.3 control Materiaf

To check the reliabílity of the equipment and the tech-

niques employed, wheat was used as a conlrôf material for all

tests. Manitou wheat was chosen as the control and was sub-

jected to all the tests conducted on the fertilizer.

5.4 Material Properties

5.4.1 ïntroduction

ALthough all commercial- fertilizers could not be sub-

jected to a complete series of tests I it \,¡as decided that the

material properties necessary for calculation of pressures

by Janssen's formula should be determined for a range of

material-s.

The followíng formulations were studíed:

1" 11:48-0, Ammonium phosphate, UniÈed Grain Growers

Limíted.

2. 11-55-0, Arnmon ium phosphate' Sherritt Gordon Mines

Limited.

3. 34-0-0, Ammonium nitrate, Simplot Chemical Company

Limited.

4. 2I-O-0, Ammonium sul-phate, Sherritt Gordon Mines

Límited.

5. 23-23-0, Ammonium nitrate*phosphate , United Grain

cro\.rers Limited .
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6. 46-0-0, Urea, United craín crowers Limited,

5.4.2 Coefficient of friction
A tilting top drafting table was modified for the pur-

pose of these tests (see fig. 13) . Select sheathing grade

fír plywood símilar to that. used in the construction of the

bins was fastened to the table top" Angl-e of slope was measured

with a large vertical protractor fastened. at one end of the

table. A plumb bob r,ras fastened at the center poínt of the

protractor and the scale of the protractor adjusted so that
the zero Line fei-l directly behind the plumb bob string when

the table surface was level. As the tabl_e was raised, the

angfe of slope was read dírectly.
To conduct a test, a thin layer of granular material

was spread over the surface of the plywood, A twelve ínch

by tr.velve inch frame \^ras then placed on the test bed and

filled with granular material. A 36 inch long bar clamp was

used to raise the back edge of the tabfe. When the sample

started to move, the angle of slope was recorded.

Twenty tests \dere conducted on each type of fertilizer,
each seiected sample of 11:48-0 and both wheat samples. The

11-48-0 tests were analyzed as outl-ined in Section 5,2. Re-

sults were averaged for each set of tests and averages were

used in all cal-cul-ations.

5. 4. 3 Angl-e of repose

A one cubíc foot ply\,rood box with one removable

was used for these tests. Two l- inch by 2 inch boards

side

\47e f e



Figure 13. Test appaïatus for coefficientof friction showing:
1. fertifizer sampte in frame,2. protractor and plumb bob,3. sampfe of plywoód fastenéd totable top and,4. bar clamp for raising table top.

Figure 14. Test apparatus for angLe ofrepose showing:
L . f erti l_i zer sampl-e ,2. test box and.,
3. combination square placed tomeasure S distance.
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fastened across the open top of the box a fixed dístance

apart, Bar clamps were used to hold the removaLrle side while

the box was fítfed leve1 wíth the test sample, The síde of

the box was pulled away and the test sample alfowed to flow

out (see fiq. 14) ,

A twelve inch combination square was used to measure

distances S and T as shown in fig. 15. The tangent of

the angle of repose was calculated from the relationship
c-m
--- = Èan Q

Tests v,/ere repeated ten times on the wheat and each

11:48-0 sample. Fífteen replications ivere made on the oÈher

formul-ations of fertilizer. Each set of tests was averaged,

and the 11-48-0 samples were analyzed as outlj-ned in Section

5"4.4 Density

A 250 milliliter graduated glass cylì-nder (corrected

Lo 248 milliliters) was placed on a Mettler K4 scale and the

scale reading v/as adjusted to read zero. Granular rnaterial-

was poured into the cylinder through a funnel, making certain

that free ffow was permitted. When the material was leve1

at the 250 milliliter mark, the weight was recorded. Twenty

tests \,¡ere run on each sample of materíaf. The 11"48-0 sam-

ples were analyzed as outlined in Section 5.2. Each sample

\^¡as averaged to obtain the mean density.

During these tests it vras observed that the method

used to place the material in the graduaÈe affected the
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Figure l-5. Illustrat,ion of measurement. locatj.ons for angle
of repose determination.
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density. In order to determine if the ireight of falI vras

critical, a short experiment was conducted. Fertilizer was

dropped into a two-quart (0.0805 cubic foot) measure through

average heights of 0.25, 0.75t 7.75, 2.75, 3.75 and 4.75 feet,
The sample was struck off fevel and weighed to delermine the

density. ¡'ive tests were made at each height and a completel-y

random design analysis of variance was conducted to determine

if the mean densitíes varied. Differences of means were de-

termined by the Student-Newman-Keul muttÍp1e range test.

5. 4.5 Moisture content

Five samples of each fertilizer formulation were taken

to determíne the moisture content. Samples vrere individually
weighed, placed in a drying oven for twenty-four hours at

l-05oC and then reweighed. ¡{oisture contents, on a wet weÍght

basis, were calculated and averaged for each type of fertilizer.
Wet weight basis was chosen for direct comparison with wheat.

Fíve samples of each batch of wheat were taken and

moisture contents determined with a Mode1 No, 919 Halross

Mositure Meter. The results u¡ere averaged for each batch.

5.5 Transducer Calibration

Each transducer hras calibrated individual-1y and the

data was subjected to a linear regression analysis. The re-
gression equatíons, together with their correlation coeffi-

cients, are l-isted in Appendix B. Fig. 16 shows a typical
strain versus applíed normal pressure curve,
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Fig. 17 shows the caLibratíon system. Air was released

from a compressor into a hood which was fastened over a trans-

ducer. A seal was obtained by the use of an O-ring bet\^7een

the hood and the transducer's back plate. Pressure in the

system was measured with a mercury manometer. The manometer

gave almosL ímmediate response !o pressure changes, both posí-

Èj-ve and negative.

Before calíbration began, the air system was bled and

the strain indicator zeroed' As pressure was increased or

decreased, the strain in the diaphragm (X) and the head of

mercury (Y) were recorded. The data \,/as then analyzed as dis-

cussed prevíously.

The regression equations yielded pressure ín inches of

mercury (y), \^rhen the straín, in micro inches, was substi-

tuted for x, To make the values more meaníngful , the

pressure was multiplíed by 0'490, the density of mercury in

pounds per cubic inch at 70oF, to obtaÍn pressure ín pounds

per square inch. Since the cal-ibration was carried out at

temperatures ranging from 70oF to 73"F' no density correction

was applied.

To check that only normal loads hTere recorded, a layer

of masking tape was bonded to the transducer face and con-

nected to a calibrated spring scale by means of a short lumber

header and a cord. Normal load was applied with a concrete

test cyl-inder set on several folded hand cloths. The purpose

of the hand cl-oths was to remove the effecÈ of irregularities

in the concrete surface.



Figure 17. Calibration system for transducers showing:
1. switch and balance unit,
2. strain indícator,
3. mercury manometer,
4. pressure hood mounted over a transducer,
5. pressure relief clamp,
6. air supply valve,
7. compressor.
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' To conduct a test, the strain indicator was turned on

and zeroed, before applying the normal load and recording the

índicated strain. Load paralleI to the transducer face was

then applied manually through the spring scale. If Èhe hori-

zontal load was not truly para11e1 to the díaphragm, deviations

in indícated strain were observed. Loads up to twenty-five

pounds, equal in magnitude to the normal load, were applied

with no apparent effect on the indicated strain as long as

the direction of action was truly horizontal .

After the testing was compl-eted, the transducers rdere

removed from the bin and recalibrated to detect any changes

which may have developed.

5.6 Full- Scale Bin Tests

5.6.1 Introducti.on

Síxteen test runs were conducted on the ful1 scale

bin, ten using ammonium phosphate fertifizer and six using

Number 2 Northern Manitou wheat as the granular material.

The fertilizer tests were further divided into six in which

the transducer mounted wall was ful1y flexible and four in

which the test wal-l was held rigid. Six rigid wall tests

had been proposed but repeated mechanical handling caused a

breakdown of the fertilizer such that materí4I flow was

restricted and tests had to be abandoned. The wheat tests

were conducted on a fully flexible t,¡all.

The sequence of events was similar for all tests. Be-

fore filling, all the transducers were zeroed. with the aid

of the sv¡itch and balance box. Filling was accomplished in a
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contínuous operation until the test bin was leveled at the

maximum depth of 94 inches. Average fitl tine was 35 minutes

for fertil-izer and 30 minutes for wheat. Indicated strai_n

vras recorded for each transducer immediatellz after filling
and t\,renty minutes af ter f ilIíng. The trro vaf ues v1¡ere av-

eraged.

After pressures were recorded, the test bín was emptÍed

and the material returned to the holding bin. Recovery of the

transducers was checked and any zero drift was noted..

5.6 .2 Wal1 flexibility
Two conditions of wal_i- flexibility were investigated,

fully flexible and completely rígíd. The moment of inertia
of the 0.62 inch thick plywood waLl (0.194 ina per foot
width) (Plywood Manufacturers of B.C. 1966) was used as a

measure of flexibility.

To make the test waIl rigid, the bin adjacent to the

test bin was filled rvith fertilizer. Since the two bi_ns were

not fi1led símultaneously, complete rj-gidity was not obtained.

ft \,¿as feLt that any deflections which did occur would be very

smafl and \doul-d have minor effect on the pressures. Thís ac-

complished two things: (1) established a condition in which

the instrumented wal1 woul-d have equal pressure from both

sídes \.,rhen under testf thereby minimízing lateral deflection;
(2) provided storage of fertilizer which was beginning to
break down due to mechanícal_ handling,



5.6. 3 DefLection readinqs

During test runs 7 to l0 inclusive' deflectj-ons of a

fLexible wal-L were recorded. The dial gauge \^¡as set at each

gauginq point and the initial reading recorded before filling

commenced. After fill-ing and recording the initíal- transducer

outputs, each gauging point was checked again and the readings

for the deflected wa.ll were recorded, Differences between

initial and final readings represented the deflections of the

points on the \,ia11. The gauge points had to be checked before

each fillíng as recovery of the waf l- r^ras neiÈher predictable

nor uniform.

5.6,4 Analysis

Pressures record.ed were averaged for each transducer

over each of the test conditions, fertilizer v¡íÈh a rigid test

rvall, f ertí1izer with a f l-exibLe test \^¡a11 and wheat with a

flexible test wa11. Standard deviations were cal-culated for

the data ín each test.

Unpaired t-tests were conducted on mean pressures to

compare f lexibl-e and rigid wa11 conditions. Lateral pres-

sures were compared to predicted pressures by means of a

t-test. Verlical pressures from transducers L and 2 were com-

pared using a t-test to detect differences across the bin.

Defl-ectíon readings at each gauging point were averaged

over the four runs,

5.7 Model Bin

5.7.I Introduction

Short term and Long term tests were conducted, usi-ng



l4anitou \.{heat and anmonium phosphate (11-48-0) as the fill

materials in both cases. Both granular materials used were

subjected to tests for coefficient of fríction, angJ.e of re-

pose, and density. Moisture content tests were run on the

wheat sample.

5,7.2 Short term tests

Tv,/e lve test runs were made, síx with ammonium phosphate

and six wíth wheat. cranular material was placed in the bin

in lifts of approximately síx inches. Each 1íft \^/as weíghed

before being placed in the bin and the floor load weighed

after the lift was added. Wal-1 deflection readings \dere taken

after the fill reached tr,ro, three and four foot depths.

Random block analysis of variance was conducted on lift

weights for the testson each fill material. Test runs \^7ere

considered as treatments and lift weights at successive depths

as blocks.

Increasing floor loads for all- tests \^lere considered in

a random blocJ< analysis of variance to detect differences be-

t\^¡een test runs, Differences detected in the analysís of

variance tests \,,/ere analyzed by the Student-Newman-KeuI mu1-

tiple range test.

Average material density and the average weight of

each lift was determined. Total vertical wall loads were

calculated by subtracting the recorded floor l-oad from the

cumulative weight of materíaI in the bin.

The first six inch lift was placed in the bin and its
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effect was determined. The effect of t!,¡o lífts was delermined

in total vrhen 12 inches of fill rvas placed. This was assumed

to be the sum of the effect of the first lift, or top lift,

determined above, plus the effect of the second lift. Appty-

j.ng this reasoning, the effect of any Lift could be cletermined

by subtracting the total effect of fill- material , excluding

the lift in question, from the total effect íncluding that

1ifr.

Deflection readings \^rere averaged for each gauge point

and both materials. Separate averages were calculated for

each fill 1evel at which readings vTere taken.

5,7.3 Lonq term tes ts

After one short term test, the bin was not emptied but

allowed to stand overnight. A decrease in floor load was

noticed the next morning, Before testing was started again,

some shorÈ time later, a marked íncrease in floor l-oad was

noticed. These observations led to a series of five tests.

The model bín was filled with a known weight of ma:

terial, the floor load and wal1 deflections recorded, and the

bin allov¡ed to sit undj-sturbed for periods of tt,¡enty-three to

fifty-two hours. Fl-oor load and waLl deflection \^¡ere recorded

at intervals during the test.
Two tes ts \,¡e re run us ing Mani tou whe at as a f i l- 1 ¡na-

terial. BoÈh tests ran for twenty-three hours and readings

were taken at one, f.our, twelve and twenty-three hours,

Arìnonium phosphate was used for three tests, The first
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test lasted twenty-three hours and readings vtere taken at

ínterval-s similar to those for the wheat tests. A thirty-

six hour test was run rvith readings as l:efore and at the con-

cfusion of the test, The final test was run for fifty-two

hours. Readings were taken every three hours for the fírst

twel-ve hours of test, from the twenty-fourth to the thirty-

sixth hour and again at. the conclusion of the test. Maximum

and minimum loads were tabulated for each test.
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CHAPTER VI

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Consistency of Test Fertíl-Ízer
6.1. 1 Gradatiôn

A sÍeve analysis of the 11-48-0 pre-run samples was

conducted to detect grinding of the fertilizer, The data

is summarized in Appendix C. A random block anal-ysis of

variance shohred no change in particle size distribution at

a level of statistical sígnifícance o = 0.05.

6.I.2 Coeîficient of friction
A completely random analysis of variance of the 11-48-0

samples, as outlined in Section 5.2, showed no difference in
the mean coefficient of friction at o = 0.05.

6.1.3 Densjty

A completely rand.om analysis of variance of Èhe 11-48-0

samples, as outlined in Section 5.2t showed no difference ín
mean density at cl = 0.05,

6.1.4 Angle of repose

A completely random analysis of varíance of the 11-48-0

samples, as outlined in Section 5.2, shorded a significant
difference in some mean angles, A s tudent-Newman-Keul 's mul-

tiple range test showed that the mean angle of the sample

drawn previous to run number six \^ra s greater than the other



means at o = 0.05. This was considered to indicate a change

in the physical properties of the test fertilizer and lhe

data from number six was neglected in the analysis of the

results. Subsequent runs were conducted wíth a new fertili-
zer sample.

6.2 Material Properties

Average vafues obtained for coefficient of friction,
angle of repose, K, densíty and moisture content for the

materials tested are given in Table I. Recommended design

values, as IisÈed in tr{alker et al (1965) and Farm Building

Standards (National Research Councif 1965) are included for
comparison purposes.

Coefficient.s of friction for wheat on plywood are

within Èhe range of values predicted in A.S.A.E. D242.L

(Agriculturaf Engineers Yearbook 1969), Values for fertiti-
zer on pIy\,¡ood are within the range of values suggested by

Walker et a1 (1965) . Standard deviations of friction angle

data range from a high of 1.04 for the Manitou wheat used in
the ful] scale bin, to a lorn¡ of 0.55 for the 23-23-0 fer-
tilizer, The values reported are reliable for the materials

used. on-unsanded fir pI!'!ùood, perpendicular to the face grain.
Angle of repose for wheat was found Lo be 22 degrees,

considerably less (approximatefy 21 per cent) than the 28 de-

grees suggested for hard red spring wheaÈ, by the Farm Build-
ing Standards (National Research Council 1965).and A.S.A.E.

D240 (Agricu1tural Engineers Yearbook 1969) . An explanation

of this difference probabl-y lies in the fact that Manilou is



Coe ffi c ientl4aterl.aJ. or -E r1ctaon

1l--48-0 0.566
l-l_-55-0 0.549
23-23-0 0.465
21-0-0 0.535
34-0-0 0.422
46-0-0 0.508

Fertilizer, O -473
Suggested to
Desiqn Values 0.57
I4anitou.lvheat 0.450Modef Bin
Manitou Ylheat 

O .4g2Full Scafe Bin
Wheat, Sug-
gested oeiign 0 -3824
Values

TABLE T

SUMMARY OF MATERTAI PROPERT]ES

Angfe of
Repose in

Degree s

-- J- - 5J-¡¡ (l)'¡;stamate Ïrom K=1

'pstimate rrom o" =ta*-=lTio
3tr{afj<er et al- (1965)
4Faïm Building Standards (National Research Council 1965)

25.8 0.394 0.573
24.7 0.410 0.582
2r.4 0 .465 0.635
27.7 0.365 0.535
20.0 0.490 0 .658
22 -r 0.453 0.624

0.5003
303 or 0.500

0.333

27.8 0.458 0.629

22.2 0.452 A.622

28.0'+ 0.361 0.530

Kl ..2
^o

Dens ity
Ib/ca ft

59.0 0.74
66.5 L.66
6r-e 0.88 g
70 .3 0.14
6r.1 0.24
50 .2 0 .45

70.03

50.0 L2.6

51.1 14.3

48.04 13.04

Moi s ture
Content in
per cent
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a small kernel variety, A smaller Q has the effect of in-

creasing the estimate of I( when the equation K = 

=-ä-+is used. The same díscrepancy was found for fertilizer, where

values ranged from 20.0 degrees for 34-0-0 lo 27.7 degrees for

21-0-0. Walker et a1 (1965) suggested an angle of repose of

30 degrees. If the value ô = 3O degrees is substituted into
1 - sín ó --the formula K = i ; !.*" T, K would become 0.333, which isI + Sl-n g'

less than the estimated values for K based on experimental

data. A value of K = 0.5 was suggested (Walker et al 1965)

as a safe workable value for fertilizer. This is greater

than any of the experimental estimates, Discussion of the

effect of the I( value will be contínued after consideratíon

of experimental results in the test bins.

Densities were found to exist within the expected

ranges based on recommendations of companies. The generally

accepted pracÈice of using cubic foot samples for determin-

ing density was not used due to the size and number of samples

requíred. The results obtained confirm the reliability of

the test method employed.

6.3 Density Relatíve to Height of FalI

Figures 18 and 19 show the relationship of heighÈ of

fal-1 to average density for ammonium phosphate fertilizer

and v¡heat. An analysis of variance test sho\^/ed that the mean

densities were not equal for either material. Mean densities

resulting from different heights of fa1l were found to be

different when subjected to a S tudent-Newman-Keul multiple

range test. From observation, it would appear t-hat the density
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would become constant as the

yond some minimum height.

6.4 Lateral- Pres sures

6 .4,1 Full scale bin

6L

height of fa11 increased be-

Fí9. 20 ís a plot of l-ateral pressures versus depth

of ammonium phosphate (11-48-0) fertilizer. Curves are shohrn

for theoretical pressures, predicted by Janssen's equation,

and experimental results for f Lexibl-e and rigid wa11 condi-

tíons.

Statístical analysis of the data for the t\,ro \^7a11

conditions at o = 0.05 showed that with the exception of

transducer number six, located 52 inches below the material

surface, mean lateral- pressure did not vary due to dífferent
\,,/a11 flexibilities. This is contrary to previous findings.
In spite of the statistical- analysis, there was a consís-

tently higher pressure recorded at every level when the waII

\^7as rÍgid.
The shape of the deflection curve (fí9. 22) ís typical

of a wall supported laterally at the base. Below the 64 inch

leve1, deflections decreased due to the lateral restraint in-
troduced by the bin construction. Since an increase in de-

flection causes a decrease j-n l-ateral pressure, it was expected

that pressures against the flexible vra1l would be less than

those against the rigid wa11 at points \,rhere flexible wal1

deflections were greatest. Consideratíon of figures 20 and

22 shows this to be the case, However, in view of the sta-

tistical analysis, the results cannot be considered to be
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conclus ive .

Average lateral pressures for a1l- tests hrere compated

to theoretical pressures predicted by Janssen's equation.

Statistical comparísons showed that experimental values at

28 and 40 inches were Less than the theoretical values at

a = 0.05. All other test values were not significantly dif-
ferent from the theoretical at o = 0.05.

Fig. 21 is a pl-ot of lateraL pressure versus depth for
\^rheat. Experimental values and theoretical values are shown.

A statistical- comparison at cl = 0.05 of the curves showed

that experimental values at 40 and 52 inch depths were l-ess

than those predicted using Janssen's equatíon. Test resul-ts

at 76 and 88 inch depths v,¡ere greater than theoretical values.

An explanation of the varíation in the experimental

pressure curves coufd be in consideratíon of the walL as a
plate held rigid on three sides and free on the fourth side.

The wall is subjected to compression, along its long axis,
due to the vertical load and is subjected to bendíng, through

its thickness, due to the lateral 1oad, Since the vrall- is
thin. relative to its other dimensions, it is possible that
an unstable condition could develop. If instability did

occur, iÈ would be accompanied by some degree of buckling,

causing the wa1l to move laterally and aLtering the stress

condítions in the filL material .

The deflection measurements would not detect insta-
bility in the test wal1 since they were taken on an adjacent

vralI. As weI], the test wall was ínstrumented by placing
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transducers in seven 4.75 inch diameter cutouts' The cutouts

would alter the structural characterístics of the test v,¡all.

nepeatability under each test condition was good, with

standard deviatíons ranging from 0.02 to 0.08. The compari-

son of experimental values obtained for ammonium phosphate

and wheat índicated that the pressure measurement system IMas

consistent. Measured. pressures and predictions based on

Janssenrs equatíon showed a reasonable correlation,

6.4,2 Mode1 Bin

During the fertilizer tests, the test bin twisted into

a rhombic shape, once during run number 2 and again during

run number 3. Statistical analysis at o = 0.05. indicated

that the mean floor loads for these t\no runs varied from the

means of the other runs. Data from these t\^ro runs r^rere neg-

lected.

The final lift weight in the vrheat tests \,las found to

differ from the weights of the other seven trifts. As a re-

sult, only 42 inches of depth were consÍdered.

Table II sho\{s a sunmary of the vertical wall loads

in the model bin, for both amrnonium phosphate fertifizer and

r^rheat. The loads shown are the combined effects of gravita-

tion and arching. The maximum degree of arching could not

be determined with the equipment empl-oyed. The values are

noL necessarily maximum or minimum and probably represent some

state betvreen Èhe tv¡o extremes because of the variation of

loads with time.



Depth
FilI

of
( in)

6
I2
l-8
24
30
36
42
48

TABLE TÏ

SU¡4MÄRY OF VERTTCAL LOADS TN MODEL BÏN

Total Materiaf
irÏeight ( 1bs )

Ammonium Phosphate (average of four tests)

49 .O
98.1

r47 .2
196.5
246.2
296.0
344.8
393.4

6
12
18
24
30
36
42

Floor Load
(lbs)

40 .8
70.1
89 .5

107.5
L22.5
135 .5
148.8
163"0

43.4
86.8

130.3
L73.5
216 .1
259 .9
303.0

Manitou Wheat (average of six tests)

Incremental
Increase ïn

wall- Load (fbs)

62.0
80.5
oi) )

ro3.2
11r.0
LL9.2

19 .8
29 .7
3r.3

36.8
35.5
34.4

Cumul ati-ve
wall Load

(1bs)

l1 -r
L6.7
25.0
31.5
32.0
35.4
35..9

ó.¿
28.0

89.0
r23.7
160.3
196.0
230.4

or
6\

24-8
49.8
8r.3

lf 3. s
I48.9
184.8
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Both ammonium phosphate and wheat show a rapid increase

in vertical load at shallow depths. The íncrease ín toad

tends to become smal-l and almost constant at depths greater

E})an 24 inches. Since ít is known that lateraf load is some

function of the vertical 1oad, it can be assumed that the

lateral load will sho\., the same tendencies as the vertical
load. In this case, the pattern of increasing vertical load

corresponds to that which would be expected of a material

whích foll-owed the Janssen distribution. Actual lateral
pressures could not be calcul-ated from the data available.

Figures 23 and 24 show average deflection versus depth

curves for ammonium phosphate and wheat. If pressure and de-

f lectj-on are considered to be inter-refated, the similarity
of the curves suggests that the pressures due to each of the

two materials must. fo11ow a símiIar distribution pattern.

6.5 Long Term Pressure Tests

Table IIf contains t,he results of long term tests con-

ducted in the model bin. Floor Loads decreased with time,

resulting in an increase in vertical wall load. Maximum in-
creases in the verÈical walI loads were 11.5 per cent for
wheat and 14 per cent for fertilizer.

Floor loads vrere observed to decrease, then increase

and decrease again. The time required to reach a minimum

value ranged from one hour to 52 hours. The 52 hour period

was over a weekend when technicians were not working in the

laboratory and disturbance \4/as at a minimum,

Aft.er test runs vtere comp1eLe, it was observed that
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resr No. --r9t31 9i11Weight (lbs)

TABLE TIT

SUMMARY OF LONG TERM LOAD RESULTS _ MODEL BIN

13

16

L7

39t.4
388.0
101 É,

t4
15

Vertí cal
Floor Load (Ibs) Wall Load (Ibs)

Max. Min. Mín. Max.

341.0
339 .4

157.0 130.0
154.0 120 .0

130.0 100.0

11-48-0 Fi1l

r24.5 99 .5

l-25.0 l-f 4 " 0

Wheat FílI

234 .4 250 .4
234.0 268.0
25'1 .5 287.5

Time Betv¡een
Extremes

(hrs)

2L6.5 24r.5
2r4.4 225.4

l2
T2

52

I2
I

or
\l)
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fLoor loads could be increased substantially by hitting the

side of the bín once.

The observations outlined led to the conclusion that

the test bin was sma11 enough to encourage arching of the

granular material over a period of time. Floor load de-

creased as the arching developed and increased again when

the arching collapsed. Variation in rate of weight trans-

fer and effect of vibraÈions or impact on the wall supports

the conclusion that archíng did exist in the bin,

6.6 Theoretical Pressures

rig. 25 sho\4rs theoretical lateral pressure versus

depth curves calculated using Janssen's equation, The vari-

ables used in the equation are equal to those listed in Table

I. Bin geometry was similar to the full scale bin. Maximum

pressures are exerted by ammonium nitrate (34-0-0). At the

sixteen foot depth, the theoretical- pressures due to 34-0-0

are almost 40 per cent greater than pressures d.ue to 11-48-0.

Ammonium nitrate should be considered the critícal design

load and used for the design of al-l deep fertilizer storage

bins.

6.7 Floor Loads

6. 7.1 Full scal.e bin

Table IV lists experimental- pressures obtained

Èhe floor mounted transducers. Statistical analysis

o = 0.05 indicated that pressures varied across the

being higher in the center than near the wa1l. There

from

floor,

\^7aS nOt
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11-4 8-o 
"Ffexible Wal1

t1-48-0 Fitt,
Rigíd IVal l
11- 4 8-0
frteighted Average
at Transducer

llheat Fill

TABLE ÏV

SUMMARY OF VERTTCAL LOADS, FULL SCALE BIN

Pressure in p. s. i.
K , US I-ng

Number I Number 2 of It2 Pressure Max' V
at Floor

'I (?

T.17

r.46

1.89

I.82

1.86

f . 8l_

T.7 L

r.50

t.64

0"5r

0.53

0 .52

0-68

0.270

0.29r

0.280

0 - 320

K, Using
_ìqan - v

0.336

0.452

K, Using
Ave. V

0.298

0.353

o - 466

{
lv

0.415
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enough data to determine the rate of change of pressure \'rith

distance, therefore the two readings were averaged to obtain

an overall floor Pressure va1ue.

Mean vertical pressures were found to vary at trans-

ducer 1, (six inches from the wall) depending on wall- flexi-

bility. Pressure \^las less when the wal1 was rigid than when

ít was flexible. This indicated a variation in distribution

of vertical pressure due to arching. The degree of arching

would appear to be dependent on wal1 flexibility. Statisti-

cal analysis at cr = 0.05 indicated that wa1l flexibílíty

had no significant effect on vertical pressures at transducer

number 2 located at the center of the floor.

6.8 The Ratio of Lateral to Vertical Pressure

6 . 8. 1 Fu1l scale bin

Table IV lists a series of K values which were de-

termined from the fuII scale bin data. Three values are

given for each case, considering the maximum measured va1ue,

the minimum measured value and the average val-ue of vertical

pressure. Since K \^las based originally on Janssen's as-

sumption that the vertical pressure \^ras constant across any

horizontal sect.ion in a bin, the K determined from the

average vertical pressure probably has the most meaning.

using the fornrula * = |f€i** as reconmended bv

the National Building Code (1965) , K was estimated to be

0.394 for ammonium phosphate and 0.452 for wheat utilized in

the fuIl scale bin. Kave. was determined to be 0.298 and

0.353 for flexible and rj-gid r,¡alls with fertílizer and 0,415
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for wheat. All experimental values are less than the esti-

mated values.

A. e. Z Eggect. of K on the pred

K was defíned by Janssen as the ratio of laÈeral to
vertj-cal pressure and was assumed to be a constant. Since

that time, Ketchum (191-9), Jaky (1948), Caughey et a1 (1951)

and others have shown K to be a variable. Despite vari-

ability, an average vaLue, when substituted into Janssenr s

equaÈion, yields a lateral- pressure value which is close to

measured values.

One of the major uses of K is in the prediction of

vertical l-oads. Farm Building Standards (National Research

Councif 1965) recommended that vertical loads be estimated

from the formula L = KV. As a result, a hígh K val-ue v¡ill-

predict a relatively low vertical load, as indicated by

Lenczner (1963). K values determined in this study have,

in general, been less than recommended val-ues (Walker et al
1965) for fertilizer. Their use will result ín more accurate

predictions of actual load conditíons.



CHAPTER VTI

CONCLUS IONS

1. Fertilizer design constants used in Èhe Janssen

equation were density = 62 Ib/fL3, K = 0.49 and y' (per-

pendicular to pl]¡\,¡ood grain) = 0.42.

2. For the test conditions used, pressures due to
ammonium phosphate fertilizer were in agreement with those

predicted by the use of the Janssen equation.

3. Wall flexibility appeared to affect lateral pres-

sures but statístical analysis at o = 0.05 showed no

significant dífference bet\,íeen the flexibLe and rigid walJ-

conditíons .

4. Arching of ferÈilizer occurs to a marked degree

in model bins.

5. Vertical pressures were not constant across the

bin cross section.



CHAPTER VIII

RECOI'IT1ENDAT IONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

l-. The effect of wafl flexibility on deep bin pres-

sures should be studied in more detail.

2. Furtller investigation of the relationshíp of ma-

terial densíty and height of fafl should be undertaken'

3. Further v¡ork is required to confirm and expand the

data on fertilizer properties as they appLy to pressure in

bins.

4. The meaning and definition of the K value shoul-d

be re-examined in light of present knowledge'

5. Plate action of thin bin walls should be investi-

gated to establish design criterion'

6. High capacity, direct ventilation systems should be

installed in any laboratory undertaking fertilizer bin tesÈs '

7. FuÈure bin research shouÌd approach the problem on

a more basic level. This study ' as well as many others, had

as one of iLs purposes, the justification of the use of the

Janssen equation. Tn light of the fact that t\'/o of Janssenrs

three basic assumptions are known to be lvrong, it would seem

reasonable to assune that a more exact sofution to the stress

conditions in deep bins can be derived'

8. The theories of símilitude should l:e applíed more

vigorously Èo future model bin studies'
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TRANSDUCER DESIGN CALCULATTONS
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TRANSDUCER DESIGN CALCUI,ATIONS

Known !

1. outside diameter = 4.50 in,
2. inside diameter = 4.20 i.'n,

As sumed :

1. allowable bending stress for aluminum = 9000 psi

2, Modulus of Elasticity for aluminum = L0x106 psi

3. Poissonrs ratío for aluminum = 0.33

4. maximum pressure = 5 psi

Re ference :

Beckwith and Buck ( 19 61)

Consider maximum raclial stress at a = maximum

3 o a2
"r."* 4 E2

Let Õr___- = 9000 psi and. solve for t-max

" = ,rTlroo# = o.o4o8 in.

assume t=0.042 in.

Check maximum tangential- stress at diaphragm center.

1.'p(l_+ u*) (A1 .2)ot---- = à t,-max

_ 3 x 22 x 5 (1 + 0.33)-W = rbrr Psl-

t o.k.

(AI .1)



Check deflecÈion

max
P a4 (f - u*2)

E t3
3
16

3x

(A1 .3)

(A1 .4)

(Ar.s)

(A1 .6)

= 0,0018 in.
30 per cent of L = 0.042 x 0.30

= 0.0126 in,
since 

^-_-- 
< 30 per cent of t, the transducermax

should maintain a linear output.

Check shear at a=2in.

Av = 2ral-' = 2t¡ x 2 x 0.042 = 0.132 in2

Load = na2p =Tx 22 x 5 = 62.9 pounds

,:92-L-. 0.I32 = 475.8 psi

check maximum strain at center of diaphragm

_ _ oxmax u * oy*a*
"max E E

o*ma*=oYmax=ot*u*

_ 5655 0.33 x 5655- T¡ xTõ-r - -ïõ x TõT-

= 37 8.9 rní croinches/inch

This is well within the range of an EA-I-3-5OO BH-120

foil strain gauge.

Theoretical sensítivity of transd.ucer

maximumpressure=5psi

5 x 2a (1 - 0.33'z)
X IU X x 0.04

maximurn strain = 378.9 microinches/inch
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gauge l-ength = 0.50 in.

.. 5 osi¡Jç'orurv¡ur - 3.78.9 m. in,/in x 0.50 in.

= 0.026 psi,/microinch

for a single active gauge.

Using two gauges, one in compression and one in ten-

sion, the sensiÈivity will increase by about two tímes to

approximately 0. 013 psi/rhicroinch.



APPENÐIX B

REGRESSTON EOUATTONS

AND

CORREIJATTON COEFFICTENTS

FOR

PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
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Transducer Number 1

Y = - 0.1-4 + 0.04x

r = 1.00

Transducer Number 2

Y = - 0.05 + 0.05X

r = 1.00

Transducer Nunber 3

Y = 0.10 + 0,05x

r = 1.00

Transducer Number 4

Y = - 0.14 + 0.05x

r = 1,00

Transducer Number 5

Y = - 0.12 + 0.06X

r = 1.00

Transducer Nunber 6

Y=-0.1-4+0,04X

r = 1.00

Transducer NuÍìber 7

Y=- 0.21 + 0.04x

r = 1.00

Transducer Number I
Y = - 0.32 + 0.05x

r = 1.00

Transducer Number 9

Y=-0.17+0.04X
r = 1.00



APPENDIX C

SUMMARY

STEVE ANALYSTS

OF

AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

FERTILIZER



Sieve
NuÍ ler

Total Vlt ( gms )

10 vfeight retained gms
å retained

20 vÍeight retaineil gms
3 retaine¿l

40 Weight retained gms
? retained

10 0 l4leight retained gms
å retaíned

200 Weight retained gms
? retained

270 lfeight retaineil gms
% retaíned

Pan Weight retained gms
? retained

APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF STEVE ANALYSIS

PTe
Run I
3998.2
1395.1

34.89
247I .8

62.00
65.3
f .63

41.5
1.04

13 .0
0.33

0.08
r.2
0.03

Pre
Run 4

400 4 .2
1583.3

39.54
2327 .9

58.14
66.9
r .67

l-9 .8
o .49
4.5
0 .11

0.01
0.5
0.01

Pre
Run 6

3998.1
840. s
2r.02

2920.5
73.05

r38.2
3 .46

r.82
20.2
0.50
LA
0.12
1.1
0.03

Pre Pre
Run 7 Run 10

3996.9
1556 .5

38.94
2333.8

58.39
ta-e
L.97
0.5
0.51
5.0
0.12
0.9
0.02
0.0
0-00

3998.5
L627.8

40.56
2338.8

58.49

0.68
5.2
0 .13
3.7
0.09
r.2
0.03
0.6
0.02

æ
(tl



APPENDIX Ð

CALTBRATTON CURVE

FOR

WEIGHT TRANSDUCER
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Appendix D. Calibration curve for weight transducer.


